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E/CN.U/UNCTAt)IV/l

IMPLICATIONS FOR AFRICAN COUNTRIES OF -PROVISIONS
CONTAINED IN THE fi&NHA PROGRAMME OF ACTION

Introduction

1 Following the adoption by the Third Ministerial Meeting of the Group of '77'
of the Manila Declaration and Programme of Action in February 1976, African countries

lt ti d dfding at UNCTAD IV the P~P°^ °°nf"^
of the Manila Declaration and Prog
are flrmty committed to supporting and defending at UNCTAD IV the PP^ f^
therein. However, sincethe Manila Ibcument will be the subject of negotiations with
other Groups in Jfeirobi, it was deemed important to provide a brief asses^ <*fe

ti f it ai provisions m the various f""s and
other Groups in Jfeirobi, it was deee p p ^
implications for African countries of its main provisions m the various f"
to underline the key areas of interest to African countries which should be given
priority attention in the course of the forthcoming negotiations. 1/

SECTION I: COMMODITIES

2. There is no question that from the standpoint of African countries the success
or failure of UNCTAD IV will largely depend on the extent to which the integrated
programme for commodities will have or will not have been adopted by the inter- .
national community, A major reason for this is that all African countries standto

th ht f the objectives of the Pro**
national community, A major reason fo
benefit in cne way or another from the achievement of the objectives of the
However, the international measures which are proposed for the achievement:of these
objectives would have various implications for African'countries. Since most of the
measures would be implemented, at least'at a first stage, only in fa™^p™^
number of commodities, it is important to assess the African interests m relation to
their trade in each of the 18 commodities listed in paragraph 7 of Section I,

3. The establishment of a common fund for the financing of commodity stocks or other
necessary measures is the key element among the proposed measures. It is « Paramount
instance, therefore, to assess the magnitude of the contributions ^ch+*^.^oan
oountries would be expected to make to this oomnon- fund if it is to be established.
Finally, it will be necessary to clarify how the. benefits at present enjoyed by many
African oountries under the Lome Convention could be complemented or improved through
the implementation of the other measures envisaged under the integrated programme for

commodities.

l/This paper was prepared at the request of the African Group in Geneva. •
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Product coverage of the integrated proeramme

I ? presents the trade position of developing Africa as a whole for each of
the 18 commodities or groups of commodities specifically mentioned in the Manila
Document, Commodities are classified by order of importance on the basis of the ■
total net exports value from developing Africa. Table 1 shows that African countries
have substantial net exports in copper, coffee, cotton, cocoa, iron ore, oils and oil
seeds (particularly groundnuts'and oil, -palm kernels and oilr"olive oil and palm oil),
timber, phosphates and hard fibres. For "pract-toally all these commodities/they
account for a significant share of total exports by all developing countries. For
other commodities, such as tea, natural rubber, tin, manganese, bananas, bauxite and
alumina and meat, African countries play generally a much less significant role in-
world trade and have relatively small values of net exports, although these products "
are of vital importance for the export trade of some of them. Finally, for sugar and
jute, developing Africa as a whole is a net importer. African exports of jute are ■
almost lnexiste-nto A few African countries are important- producers and exporters of
sug^r but total imports of sugar of the whole region more than offset its total
exports.

5. For the 18 listed commodities, total exports of developing Africa amounted on <
average to *7.7 billion per annum in 1972-1974, (equal to about 60 per cent of total .
commodity exports of developing African countries, excluding petroleum) and total
imports to $1.2 billion on average annually during the same period (mostly sugar and
oils and oilseeds, but also tea), leading to a total figure of net exports of S6.5
billion per annum on average. Of this total, the net exports of developing African
countries for the "core" stockable commodities \J selected by the UNCTAD secretariat
for priority action under the proposed common fund amounted to $5.6 billion per
annum on average in 1972-1974.

6. It is important to note that all developing African countries, with the exception of

Algeria, the Libyan Arab Republic and Botswana, enjoy each a clear net export position in

relation to the total of the 18 commodities or groups of commodities listed. Moreover, 14

out of the 18 least developed African countries have a significant export trade interest in
the 10 "core" stockable commodities, while 3 other least-developed African countries have

a significant export trade interest in bananas or oils and oilseeds (Somalia, Gambia

and Niger). . ...

7. African countries should insist on priority attention to be given to "the commodi

ties of particular export interest to them .and especially to the least developed and

most seriously affected among them. They should also ensure that adequate special

provisions are agreed upon to compensate them for any adverse effect they might suffer

as a result of action taken under the integrated programme, that would involve the

raising of prices of commodities imported by them, especially the poorest among them.

8. Special measures which it has been suggested 2/ might be agreed upon to prevent,
or offset, any adverse impact of the integrated programme, particularly on the ■-■

poorest countries, include the following:

(i) Arrangements to assure the availability of basic food imports (i.e., cereals,

sugar, oils and oilseeds in particular) at reasonable prices, or the provi

sion of food aid, for the countries concerned;

l/ These 10 "core" stockable commodities are: coffee, cocoa, tea, cotton,
sugar, hardfibres, jute, rubber, copper and tin.

2/ See UNCTAD IV Commodities - TD/184.
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(li) Provision in individual commodity agreements for the supply of commodities

on concessional terras to such countries; and

(iii) Relief for such countries from financial or other burdens arising from the

operation of international stocks or of the proposed common fund.

Table 1: Developing Africa: Trade position in 18 Commodities listed in Manila

Declaration And:jPrpjyamme r o_f.Action, .nnual average 1972-1974

(in million US dollars)

Exports f.o.b. Inroorts ci.f.

Commodity

Develop

ing

countries

Develop

ing

Africa

Africa -

as /'■■
of deve

loping

countries

Develop— Develop

ing ing

World countries Africa

Net

export

Develop

ing

Africa

V

1. Copper 7 185
2a Coffee : 4 006

3. Cotton 4' 117

4. Cocoa b/ 1 533

5. Iron ore 3 .417

6. Oils and

oilseeds 7 6l8

7. Timber c/ 7 605
8. Phosphates

c/ 535
9. ferd fibres 212

10. Natural

rubber 1 709

11. Manganese 266

12. Tin (ore
and metal)1 097

13» Bananas 643
14. Bauxite and

alumina 1 237

15. Tea 778
16. Meat 6 704

17. Jute 238

18. Sugar 5_ 6j_Q.
Total 18

con-modi—

. t jes

(US# millionj—

766 1 756

8O5 1 141

397 1 045
289 945
301 429

(per cent) • (US$ million)-

514

963

301

208

667

127

864

573

600

621

154

229
93J__

689
465

236

103

109

74

54

61

113

69
0

47
30

44

73

33

27

24

78

50

7
58

7

9

10

18

6

0

9

478

4 174
4 330

1 631
4 732

7 891
9 346

722

222

1 844
342

1 135
988

1 333

850

6 229
276

6 001

374

173

725
53

38

1 131

706

65
36

178

7

130

63

87
243
406

90

3

37

39.

5
0

274
81

2

5

12

0

4

14

30

90

49
23

3.02

753

104
006

940

429

415
384

234

98

97

74

54

40

31

23
20

-23'

54 530 27 376 7. 691 28 59 524 5 844 1. 170 6 521

a/ ( - ) denotes net imports.

b/ Includes cocoa beans, butter, oaste and powder.

c/ Average 1972-1973. Preliminary estimates.
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Country contributions fo the common fund ' -

9. The UNCTAD secretariat has undertaken for illustrative purposes, calculations which
show the likely order of magnitude of the contributions to the proposed common fund to

be made by each participating country. It was estimated that 36 billion would be needed'

to finance adecruate stocking for the 10 /'core" commodities, of which &3 billion would

be needed in "the near future and 83 billion should be on call. Of the S3 billion.needed
in the near future, one billion would consist of capital subscriptions by participating

countries and &2 billion would -consist of loans,.- Three alternatives 'were assumed"

regarding the proportion of- the capital to be held by each group of countries (exporters,
importers, and oil-e^cporting countries) (see table 2 below).

Table 2: Common fund: Illustrative, proportions of capital held, by_ country groups

Exporting

countries

Importing

countries

Petroleum

exporting

countries

Alternative A 37.5 %
£375 million

37.5 %
&375 million

25' %

&25O million

Alternative B of50 %

$500 million £500 million

Alternative C . 60 $
$600 million

40 %
^400 million

10. Table 3 shows the likely order of magnitude of the contribution to be made under

each of the three alternatives by each African country having a substantial trade

interest cither as exporter or importer or both of the 10 "core" stockable commodities.

These contributions were base"d on each country share in total world exports and imports

of the commodity bundle consisting of the 10 "core" stociaable commodities (country
contributions classified in decreasing order of importance). .

11. Developing African countries would be expected to contribute as exporters of the

10 "core" commodities between $93.3 million and §148.8. million representing about 25
per cent of total contributions by exporting countries, corresponding to their share

in total world exports of these commodities, and between $8.5 and 11.0 million as

importers, representing about 2 per cent of total contributions by importing countries

and corresponding to their share in total world imports of the 10 "core" commodities.

Five countries out of the 34 listed are only importers of the 10 "core" commodities

taken together and would be expected to contribute only as importers (Algeria, Morocco,
Tunisia, Libyan Arab Republic and Senegal).
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12. It should "be noted that the common fund will not necessarily include all ten

"core" commodities, and may cover other commodities. In the3e cases, the country

contributions based on trade shares in the commodities covered by the fund would

change accordingly. It should be kept in mind that the-contributions of exporting

countries shown for illustrative purposes represent only about 12,5 to 20 per cent

of the total amounts needed for financing the stocks which were traditionally financed

almost exclusively by "exporting countries.

13» For lowr-income countries, however, and particularly -those experiencing severe

foreign exchange strains, payments of capital subscription, however moderate, could

mean hardship. Forty African countries had in 1972 a pj-r^ca^ita income below., or

equal to'$300. Out of 25 hard core least developed among the developing countries,

18 are in .Africa. Moreover 30 African countries are either least developed or "most
seriously affected", or both. African countries might therefore wish to insist on a

prior agreement that any formula for the allocation of subscription shares to the

capital of the proposed common fund to be evolved should be based not only on trade

shares, but also on perlcapita income. There should be a waiver for contributions

by low-income countries as importers of the commodities covered (e.g., Senegal in

table 3) and total exemption for contributions as exporters for the hard core least
developed countries.

14. Finally, in any commodity arrangement including an export quota-scheme, the low-

income least developed or most seriously affected countries .should be given a favour

able treatment in allocation of export quotas,

Manila, and the, Lpme_ Convent^Lpn

15. I-Ieasures proposed in the Manila Declaration and Programme of Action regarding

indexation and compensatory financing will, if adopted, supplement the benefits

enjoyed by many African countries under the STABEX scheme of the Lome Convention.

The benefits under STABEX are indeed limited to African exports of only a group of-

12 selected commodities and 17 of their semi-processed forms, and only to exports

to EEC member countries. Moreover, export shortfalls are calculated in relation to

the average earnings from exports to the EEC in nominal terms, not:in real terms,

i.e., not taking full account of inflation, particularly at the international level,

16. The improved compensatory financing arrangements called for in Manila to comple

ment measures for individual commodities contain special features of interest to

African.countries. If adopted, they would make it possible to deal with the adverse

developments in trade in.non-stockable commodities or other commodities not included

in the Manila list or not covered by STABEX which are of export interest to African

countries. They cover total commodity trade and' not only exports to a certain region.

Shortfalls of export earnings which would be the basis for compensation should be

calculated in real terms, in order to preserve the purchasing power of exports from

erosion by inflation or exchange rates changes, and should take into account an

element of growth in real terms. Finally, it is proposed that compensatory financ

ing should be entirely on a grant basis with respect to the poorest countries.
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Table 3- Illustrative figures for capital subscriptions to the common fund by selected

African countries (paid-up part of capita'.') based on trade r tares in 10~core" commoditier
(CUS million) a/ "^ ' : '

Country

1. Zambia

2<> Zaire

3« Egypt

4« Ivory Coast

5* Nigeria

6^ Ghana

7* Sudan

8 o Uganda

9. Angola

10, United Republic

of Cameroon

11. United Republic

of Tanzania

12o Kenya

13" Mauritius

14• Ethiopia

15* hfozambique

16. Algeria

17* Morocco

lG. Pfodagascar

19i Liberia.

20. Togo

21. Tunisia

22. Burundi

Paid-up capital

as exporter

Alternative

A

18.8

13.1

9.0

6.0

5.6

5.6

4.5

5.3

4-1

3.0

3.0

2.6

1.9

1.9

1.5

-

-

1.1

1.1

0.C

-

0.4

Alternative

B

25.0

17.5

12.0

8.0

7.5

7.5

6.0

7-0 ■

5.5

4.0

4.0

3.5

2.5

2.5

2.0

-

1.5

1.5

1.0

-

0.5

yy countries

:

■

Alternative

C

30.0

21.0

14.4

9.6

9.0

9.0

7.2

8.4

6.6

4.<-

4.2

3.0

3.0

2.4

-

-

l.u

l.u

1.2

-

0.6

as

A

-

■ _

0.8

0.4

0.G

0.4

l.i

-

-

0.4

-

-

—

1.5

1.5

-

-

-

0.6

-

importers

B

-

-

i

3,5

1.0

3,5

1.5

-

—

3.5

-

—

2.0

2,0

—

-

-

1.0

-

c

—

-

0r8

0.4

0,0

0.4

1.2

-■

—

u.4

-

—

—

1.6

1.6

_

-

-

o.e

-

both

and

A

leu

13.1

9.8

6.4

6.4

6,0

5.6

5.3

4.1

3.0

3.0

3<0

1-9

1.9

1.5

1-5

1-5

1.1

1.1

0.G

0.4

as exporters

importers

B

25.0

17*5

13.0

8.5

e.5

8.0

7.5

7.0

5,5

4oO

4.0

4.0

2,5 ■

2.5

2.0 '

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

c

30.0

21.0

15.2

10,0

9-6

9<.4

8.4

Co4

6.6

4.8

4,8

4«6

3*0

3-0

2.4

1.6

.1.6

1.8

1.8

1.2

0.S

0.6

a/ For explanation of alternative A, B and C, see table 2.
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Table 3: Illustrative figures for capital subscriptions to the common fund by selected

African countries (paid-u? part of capital) based on trade shares in 10 "core" commodities

($US million) a/ (Cont'd) "' ,

Country

23. Equatorial

Guinea

24. Benin

25. Malawi.

26. Central Afr

Republic

27. Chad

28 ■ Rwanda

29. Mali

30. Sierra Leon

31. Mauritania

32. Congo

33* Libyan Arab

Republic

34- Senegal

Total developing

Africa

Other exporting

countries

Other importing

countries

Oil exporting

countries

y.'orld total

Paid-up capital by countries

as ex

Alternative

A

0.4

0.4

0.4

.can

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

: 0.4

0.4

0.4

93.3

28lo7

375.0

Alternative

B

124.0

376.0

500.0

Dorters i as importers
Alternative

C

0,6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.6 ■

0.6

0,6

0.6

0.6

0.6

14C8

451.2

6OO.O

A

0.4

0.4

C5

366.5

375-0

B

0,5

0,5

11.0

439.0

500.0

C

0.4

0.4

0 0
U.C

391.2

400.0

both as exp(

and importei

A

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

101.8

281.7

366.5

250.0

1000.0

B

mmmmmmmmmmmm000ooooooo00
135.0

376.0

489.0

zoco.o

>rter

™s

C

0.6

0,6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

157.6

451.2

391.2

1000.0
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Pood production and trade issues

'. 17.. The integrated programme proposed in the Manila Declaration and Programme of
Action stresses the trade problems of export commodities produced mostly in develop
ing countries in general and in African countries in particular. To the extent

that these problems will be solved additional resources would be made available to
these countries for their development needs. However, many fundamental longer-term

problems for the development-of these countries would remain, which African countries
themselves, with or without the help of the international community, will have to
tackle..- .The food problem is one of them.

18. Since many African countries are importers of essential food commodities, mainly
cereals, it is important in the short-run to ensure that food aid at concessional

terras is made available to them, particularly the poorest among them, in adequate

volumes and on a reliable basis. In the longer-terra, it is important to increase
food production in, and trade among, African countries in order to reduce the

dependency of Africa vis^^vi^ essential food imports. Production policies and
measures to promote production in African countries should be given*as much weight
as trade"policy measures.

19. African countries ■ should also ensure that provision is made for an appropriate

proportion of storage facilities envisaged in developing countries under the stock

ing arrangements'proposed in the integrated programme, particularly for food commodi
ties, be built in African countries.

Indexation

20. As a result of the persistent high levels of inflation in the developed market ...
economy countries who constitute by far the main sources of imports for African coun

tries and of the dramatic decrease since mid-1974 in the prices-of goods exported by
African countries to these countries, the export earnings of many African countries

declined substantially in real terms between the first half of 1974 and the first

half of 1975- The decrease in real export earnings during this period was equal, for
example, to 59 per cent for Zambia, 39 per cent for Uganda, 34 per cent for Tanzania,
23 p.er cent for Egypt and Cameroon, 13 per cent for Malawi and Liberia, and 12 per
cent for Kenya, \J

21. At a rate of inflation of 10 per cent per annum prevailing at the international
level, a -price range agreed upon in an international commodity agreement would, in

the last year of a five-year agreement for example, be about 35 per cent lower in
real terms. If an adequate balance between supply and demand of" the commodity in
question is to be maintained, it will be necessary to adjust automatically at regular

intervals the price range agreed upon so that the prices for the commodity concerned

remain remunerative and equitable during the whole life of the agreement. Direct

indexation should also be applied within bilateral or multilateral contracts con

cluded by. governments .or private firms and involving commodities exported by
developing countries.

1/ See "Preservation of the purchasing power of developing countries exports11
TD/l84/Suppl. 2.
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22. The technique of indexation is well known to developed countries where it is used

to ensure a certain equity between the different sectors of tho population. Typical

examples can be found in the adjustment of wages and rents through cost--of-living

escalation clauses, as well as in the system .o£-:-Uparity-prlcesTI--of--agriGultural

commodities adopted in the United States and the EEC. Implementation of this tech

niques at the international level, and particularly in favour of commodities exported

mostly by developing countries.within the framei*ork of international commodity agree

ments or through co-operation among developing exporting countries, would be of

paramount interest to African countries.

Expansion of the_j>Tpces3in^ofpT±ma.Tycpnmod.it±e& in African^countries

23- A major component of the integrated programme of particular interest to African

countries is "the promotion and support of processing and diversification activities

in developing countries " Regardless of other benefits which may accrue to

African countries from the implementation of the Programme, it is of paramount

importance to them to avoid any risk of having their traditional production and trade

patterns based mostly on raxv primary commodities !ffrosen" as a result of the imple

mentation of the programme* The whole question of processing and diversification is

a matter which it has been proposed should in fact be tackled primarily at national

and intra-African levels within the framework of a policy of self-reliance, but any

help the international community can give in this respect would be welcomed. This

is therefore a feature of the integrated programme which African delegations at

UNCTAD IV would be well advised to press for and to have retained in any final

package to be negotiated at Ifeirobi,

SECTION III IIAMUPACTURES AND SEfH-MAMFACTURES

Salient features and scor)e of African trade in manufactures and semi-manufactures

(a) Exports of manufactures from the African region

24'. - The recent findings of the "Mid-terra review and appraisal of manufacturing per

formance in Africa" l/ point to the decreasing relative share of Africa in total

exports of manufactures from all developing countries to the rest of the world.

Secondly, while' the developed market economy countries have been the largest importers

of manufactures from Africa, the relative share of Africa in total exports of manufac

tures from developing countries to the developed market group has been declining. The

same trend applies to manufactures exported from Africa to other developing countries.

However, the relative share of Africa in the markets of the socialist countries of

Europe and Asia has been increasing rapidly. The -general trend.that seems to emerge

consists in the failure of African exports of manufactures to catch up with those of

other developing countries. •-■• •-. * - .

African trade in Eanufactures at the country level

25a In reviewing the actual performance, of manufactured exports and imports, the

mid-term review reveals that a large number of African countries have not been able to

achieve the target (7 per cent) laid down in the International Development Strategy for the

1/ (E/CN.,14/) CMI.3/INR/TP/1.
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1970s. Secondly, the rates of expansion in exports of manufactures of most African

countries were lower than those for total exports, illustrating the poor performance
of African manufactures in the 1970s.

(c) Intra-African trade in manufactures

26. The maximum level reached by export trade within Africa in the first half of the
1970s in relation to the region's exports to the world (about 6 per cent) is much less

than the corresponding ratios in Latin American and Asian developing countries (about

12.2 per cent and 18 per cent respectively).l/ Moreover, intra-African trade in manu
factures excludes unwrought non-ferrous metals (SITC 68 Z/) which "consist mainly
of copper, most of which is exported to the developed market economies anyway.

27. Intra-African trade in manufactures has registered a declining trend, particularly
since 1971- This confirms the need for African countries to give due consideration to

intra-regional trade in manufactures. As regards the direction and composition of

intra-African trade, the bulk of it is among countries within the same subregion, and
usually very little is exchanged between subregions. This problem has been compounded

by the lack of transport and communications facilities, information on trade and appro
priate commercial and promotional policies. It also reflects the persistence of

historical colonial trade relations.

28. Furthermore, the commodity composition of intra-African trade in manufactures
shows the relative predominance of products under the SITC 6 and 8 classifications,^

thus reflecting the very early stages of industrial development in most African
countries.

Some policy issues relating: to African Trade in manufactures and semi-manufactures

29. It is clear from the foregoing that Africa is still at a very low level of industrial

production, and this also accounts for its relatively small share in world exports of

manufactures. Its exports are still predominantly made up of raw materials; exports of

non-traditional items, consisting in the main of products listed under SITC 6 and 8, in

cluding processed and semi-processed agricultural commodities, have yet to assume a

significant role as foreign exchange earners in the economies of the majority of African,

countries. 4/ More serious still is the failure of food and raw materials, the leading
exports of African countries, to secure sufficient resources to provide for the expansion

in import capacity required to support their industrialisation efforts. This has made

many African countries more dependent on external borrowing*

30. In view of the potential impact, of the export of manufactures on the diversification

of African production and trade, the Declaration and Programme of Action on Industrial

Development in Africa in the 1970s prepared at the first Conference-of African

Ministers of Industry 5/ stressed the importance cf expanding' exports of

1/ (E/CN.14/) CMI.3/INR/TP/1, para...35,..„. - .-..
2/ SITC: The Standard International Trade Classification.

3/ SITC 6 comprises manufactured goods classified chiefly by material: SITC 8
comprises miscellaneous manufactured articles.

4/ "Major trends and developments in Africa's trade since UWCTAD III", report
submitted to the ECA/OAU Joint Meeting of Experts on Trade and Development
(E/CN.14/WP. 1/100), para. 14- " . ' ■ ■

5/ E/CN. 14/525, PP. 22-26.
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manufactures as a step towards the achievement of industrialization goals. However, the

improvement of African trade in manufactures'and semi-manufactures involves certain

basic policy issues concerning market acce3s: redeployment of production capacity,

industrial financing, African multinational industries and regional co-operation.

(a) Ifr^ket a^c-opf? and intra-African trade

31. The expansion of African industrial e:;ports faces a number of bottlenecks not

only at the well-publicized receiving end, but also at the very source of production

^ itselfj which deserves as much, if not more, attention.

.. 32. The ability of developing countries to export manufactures and semi-manufactures

^ is positively correlated with their stage of economic development, A more receptive

attitude by the developed countries towards industrial exports by less developed coun

tries, r.nline with the relevant proposals contained in the Manila Declaration and

Programme of Action adopted by the Group of 77t l/ including redeployment of certain

production capacities, would certainly assist the developing countries in promoting

export-oriented policies with respect to their manufactures.

33. The great majority of African countries have populations smaller than 15 million

with very low per, capita incomes, which means they constitute smaller markets than

most other developing countries. The development of transport and communications net

works has yet to meet the criteria of speed and efficiency- There is need for measures

aimed at raising the level of competitiveness of existing industries; for fostering

intra—African trade in manufactures.; and for promoting and implementing a purposive

programme of specialization and complementarity within existing arrangements for

industrial co-operation.

34- Rationalization of production and exchange within Africa needs to be pursued to

derive full benefits from intra-African trade in manufactures. Existing productive

facilities need to be fully and efficiently utilized and new facilities programmed in

such a way as to promote specialization and complementarity of production, especially

in basic industries, textiles, forest and agro-industries, and a range of other

industries based on local raw materials*

35* African industrial e^orts are not much in evidence now- due chiefly as a result

of the fact that industrial capacity is at present severely limited in most countries.

The most urgent need, therefore, is to expand industrial production, large-scale

assistance is required in this respect on a priority basis, with a view to enabling

African countries to exploit domestic and other African markets and take advantage of

any improvements in access to markets of developed countries that may be effected.

("&) Redeployment of production capacity and international co-operation

360 A mandate for the holding of consultatiens to establish a restructured industrial

system was given to UNXDO at the seventh special session of the General Assembly, in

resolution 3362(S-VIl), The objective of this system is to facilitate the achievement

of the goals set forth in the field of industrialization, including the redeployment

of certain production capacities existing in developed countries and the creation of

1/ TD/195.
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new industrial facilities in developing countries, ^J This objective is consistent

with efforts towards manufacturing for c::port by the less developed countries,

especially whers redeployment in the developed countries would emphasize those sectors

and industries which could best be promoted in the less developed countries. African,

delegations at the fourth session of UNCTAD should therefore press for rapid imple

mentation of the decision to establish this system of consultations.

37« The problem of access to information on ranges and types of technology available

for processing and suited to African conditions is basic to the development of

industries aimed at processing agricultural products and raw materials in Africa.

Correspondingly, the accrual of substantial gains to African countries as a result of

increased local processing of agricultural products for export would depend largely

on the extent to which local processing industries depended on internal factor inputs.

This is a matter of particular importance to the 18 least developed countries in the '

African region*

38, For this purpose, serious efforts should be made towards implementing the Lima

Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation t 2/ and
the proposals made by the Follow-up Committee on Industrialization in Africa. It is

worth noting that the first meeting of the Follow-up Committee, in September 1974» se"t a

quantitative target aimed at raising Africa's share of world industrial production

from its present level of about 0,6 per cent to not less than 2 per cent by the year

2000.

39- The Lima Declaration and Plan of Action lay stress, inter alia, on the setting-.up

of industries which provide other industries with basic inputs (such as metals, basic

chemicals and petro-cheraicals, fuels and power) and on industries which, by virtue of
their potential for forward, backward and lateral linkages, can exert powerful growth-

promoting effects on other industries. The problems encountered in promoting this

objective in Africa are the lack of capital and managerial technological as well as

marketing know-how*

40. With a view to long-range planning, consultations should be initiated on the

possibilities of long-term purchase and sales contracts, particularly where such

contracts contain broad provisions for centralized government purchasing and common

technical design and quality standards, 3/

(c) Industrial, financing

41. African industries are in general characterized by disadvantageous financing

patterns in that financing is largely provided by foreign or quasi-foreign sources and

the debt-equity ratio is hi$i. The patterns of profitability of such industries are

also disadvantageous in that man;'- of them rely on monopolistic market conditions.

Moreover, the industries are often characterized by very high working capital require

ments, and an absence of spare oarts and components.

42. The broad categories of external payments in Africa therefore include payments for

imports of capital inputs and services (including spare parts and components); payments

for imported raw materials; payments for imported consumer goods and services, including

l/ General Assembly resolution 3362(S-VIl), Section IV, para. 3. .

2/ ID/B/155/Add. 1.

3/ Revised framework of principles for the implementation of the new international
economic order in Africa (E/CNol4/ECO/90(Rev. 2), para. 87.
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food: payments for imports of skilled manpower and, on an increasing scale, for con
sultancy services and technology; payments for shipping and aviation services: and
payments for banking, insurance and reinsurance services. External payments also
include transfers abroad concealed as inter-company transactions, often in the form
of payments for the use of technology.

43- African delegations at the fourth session of UNCTAD should therefore press for the
stepping up of financial assistance to them with a view to the development and promotion
of .their industries on a national and regional basis,, Stress should also be laid on the
need for international financial institutions to ''grant programme loans to industrial
sectors, m addition to project loans, as well as provide medium and long-term refinanc
ing facilities for the exports of developing countries" in accordance with the Manila
Declaration and Programme of Action,

(d) r^Vti.fla.tional African enterprises and regional co-operation

44. The opportunities offered by the establishment of customs unions and industrial
free trade areas have not been fully exploited because industrial policies and prog
rammes have tended generally to lay emphasis on aspects of competitiveness rather than
on complementarity,

45. The narrower the domestic market, the more a country is compelled to orient its
production beyond its borders., .It is precisely in the poorer countries of Africa that
African multinational companies could.assist significantly in keeping abreast with ■'
developments in certain well-defined sectors of modern technology. Hitherto, this area ■
has been dominated by foreign transnational companies.

46. African multinational companies could exploit both plants whose production is
aimed at the domestic market and those whose production is aimed at subregional markets.
As industries develop, future emphasis is bound to fall more and more on exoort-oriented
manufacturing plants.

47. The most important contribution of multinational African enterprises to regional
economic integration would undoubtedly reside in their capacity to move capital, modern
technology and know-how throughout entire subregions. They could also, depending on
their financial means and the quality of organization, plan and co-ordinate both produc
tion and sales on a regional scale in relation to production and demand factors, "with ■
further experience, they could also overcome barriers to ertra-regional markets. In
the African context, ..regional industrial co-operation is therefore very often a ore-
requisite to international co-operation.

SECTION III: MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

48. Action regarding the priority areas in the ISanila proposals with respect to the
multinational trade negotiations, where it is commonly agreed that very little progress
was accomplished in 1975, seems to be the following one.

49. In the face of attempts to qualify it or reduce the scope of the principle of non-
reciprocity, African countries should insist on particularly strict adherence to it*
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Debt problems

61. The African region comprises the greatest number of least developed land-locked

countries and 28 of the most affected countries" and finds itself in an increasingly

critical situation where debts are concerned, and its delegations should therefore

support measures aimed at the cancellation of official debts»

62» Similarly, in accordance with a recommendation of the Working Group on International

Financial and Monetary Problems and their Implications for African countries set up by

the Board of Governors of the Association of African Central Banks, African delegations

should press for a renegotiation of debts, with a view to concluding agreements on debt **

cancellation, consolidation of commercial debts of interested African countries and

rescheduling of payments over periods of at least 25 years. To this end,,it will be

highly desirable to reiterate the importance of holding a conference of major developed

country creditors and of interested debtor countries under the auspices of UNCTAD in

1976. . .

Measures to increase ne^ capital flows to d.eyeloping countries tpr meet their lon^-term

external financing needs

63» African delegations should insist on obtaining a firm commitment from the developed

market countries to bring about a substantial increase in official development assistance

in real terms and the achievement of the 0»7 per cent official development assistance

target ~by 1980 or earlier. They ohould also press for at least of the flow of official

development assistance to be made available in the form of grants or loans on IDA terms.

It has also become evident over the last few years that the official development

assistance type of aid has a much more significant impact when it is given in the form

of non-project and programme assistance including local currencies financing. It

should be clearly understood that countries in the least-developed group should receive ■

special consideration in the distribution of the flows.

64- To alleviate the balance of payments position of African countries, African delega

tions should lay emphasis on measures which are likely to give their countries greater

access to balance of payments financing. The capacity of IMF to provide payments

financing should be increased by enlarging the compensatory financing facility includ

ing reduction of the conditionally attached to the tranche facility. Contributions to

the United Nations Special Fund as well as to the IMP Trust Fund should be expedited .

and augmented. In view of the balance of payments deficits forecast for 1976, con

cessional financing in foreign currency is a valid means of adjustment where most

African countries are concerned. African delegations should work toward a system of

guarantees allowing African countries access to the capital markets of the developed

countries.

65. While pressing for. the continuation of the oil facility, beyond the period

originally envisaged African delegations should also demand that steps be taken to

liberalize the terms and broaden the objectives of that facility.
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The international monetary situation

66. The full and ^ective participation of representatives of African countries in
all phases of dec^j.on-making for the establishment of an equitable and durable monetary
system should be insisted upon. Negotiations on the reform of the international monetary
system should be held, and decisions on the reform should be taken v/ithin IMF and its
bodies to ensure the universality of the system. What is of cardinal importance is to
ensure that the state of affairs witnessed in the last few years in which "developing

countries remained largely bff-stage1 as the world liquidity problem emerged, successive

crises affected the currencies of the major industrial nations, urgent international
consultations were conducted and a variety of instruments were introduced to patch up
the existing international monetary system- without their interests being taken into
account during this period", is not allowed to continue, l/

67. As African Members of the Trade and Development Board have stressed repeatedly, it
is of paramount importance that problems in the financial monetary and trade fields be
approached in a co-ordinated way with due regard to the interests of the developing

countries. African countries should insist on the major role which UNCTAD should play
in this regard, 2/

63. It is necessary to see to- it that the role of the SDR in the international monetary
system is strengthened and that provision is made in the IMF Articles of Agreement for
the link between SEtts and development financing,which lias long been sought by the
Association of African Central Banks.

69. African delegations should also ensure that international liquidity is controlled
by IMF with effective participation by the less developed countries. The creation of
international liquidity should not be made to serve only the interests of a limited
number of countries. Furthermore, it should be placed under the supervision of the
international community so as to avoid the uncontrolled creation of liquidity.

SECTION V: TRANSK3* OF TECHNOLOGY"

jjfition by deyelpping: countries

70. The proposals made in the Manila paper are directed towards the strengthening of
national capacities to deal more effectively with technology- transfer. This effort
should include a very substantial increase in the production of technological manpower
with a view to avoiding brain drain, the development of industrial facilities and"
programmes-, the establishment of viable policy and planning institutions for science

and technology and-the stimulation of-innovation and"entrepreneurship in'technology.
The need for these has been stated on innumerable occasions in the past and is acutely
felt in African countries, which as a group find themselves significantly more dependent
on foreign technology than any other group of developing countries. It is important
that during UNCTAD IV African delegations seek a programme of action rather than
another session to elaborate needs in this area.

1/ See "The less developed countries and the international monetary system" in
Th_e_ journal of Development' Studies,, vol. X, Nos. -3 and 4, April/July 1974.

2/ See Section 9 of this paper in which a specific reference is made to this question*
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developing countries

71. Co-operation among developing countries in the field of transfer of technology is

necessary to the extent, ijrtej^li&t that it can assist individual countries in reducing

their traditional dependence on the developed world and thus make the process of tech

nological development more accessible ?,nd more familiar to developing countries*

Moreover, technology exchanged in this way is likel}' to be better suited to the require- ,

ments of these countries. Transfers have so far been very limited both among African coun

tries and between African countries and other developing countries. Co-operation at the

intei^agional level should therefore be intensified notably through the elaboration of

preferential arrangements. On the other hand, action at the national and regional

levels has an essential role to play in the African context with respect to the

Africanization of the technological process and the adaptation of imported technology.

As was noted by the ECA/ONESCO Regional Symposium on the Utilization of Science and
Technology for Development in Africa "„.„, Common problems relating to natural resources,

industrial development, modernization of agriculture and the African countries1

necessity to import technology, suggest the need for co-operation at the regional level

for investment in technology", \J

the deveIppedcountri es

72* The value of the maximum foreseeable free assistance from developed countries

amounts to only a fraction of the value of assistance potentially obtainable through

internally-generated self-help. Hence, this small but important component should be care-,

fully planned with a view to technology-stimulating projects. It is suggested that African

countries should press for an agreement regarding provision of assistance by developed

countries in the establishment not only of centres for the development and transfer of

technology but also of comprehensive technological libraries,

AcJ^ion_Jw_ internati0nal^ prjga.nizations

73. Developing countries, and African countries in particular, should initiate or

support measures that enable relevant international organizations to render substantial

assistance to developing countries in their endeavour to strengthen their technological

capacities. UHCTAD has done a lot of work in the field of transfer of technology and
its resources and wide experience in parts of Asia and Latin America and elsevrtiere

should both be brought to bear on the African situation. One way of achieving this

would be for UNCTAE to strengthen its co-operation with ECA in this field.

jjgcjj3ij^ns_o_n_ a code gf conduct for the _transfert_of technolp^l..andi_n the lj^it^ of

these decisions, 0, decision on the codallti.es for its establishment

74* African delegations should strongly support the decision taken at Manila calling on

UMCTAD IV to "request the General Assembly at its thirty-first session to call a pleni-■

potentiary conference under the auspices of UNCTAD during 1977 to establish a multi

lateral legally-binding code of conduct on transfer of technology".

l/ See report of the Joint ECA/lBIESCO Regional Symposium on the utilization of
Science and Technology for development in Africa, (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, $-16 October

1975) -SC/CASTfiPRICA/Ref. 4.
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Action to be taken by UNCTAD J^it.h^^e^t_j^_^^_e<^no_mi_Ci commercial andjjeyeipp-

r.ent aspects of th.o international patent system in the- context of the ongoing

revision of that system .... ...

75. Delegates to UNCTAD IV should press for (a) urgent action to get the revision
under v;ay and (b) a revised system which wri-11 meet the special needs of the developing

countries, including the least developed among them™

76. Another issue which is of major concern to African countries is that of the reverse

transfer of technology or "brain drain1', to which particular attention was paid at the

UNESCO/ECA/qAU Conference of Ministers of African Member States Responsible for the

Application of Science and Technology to Development held in Dakar in January 1974*1/
Considering what it called !1the braiii drain phenomenon3', the Conference recommended,

interalia, "that Governments draw up a policy aimed at steering scientists towards

scientific research' careers by promoting research workers with a satisfactory status -

as regards'both material and moral conditions within the framework of the national

public service and that young African Scientists and research workers display a sense

of civic responsibility by devoting themselves to work of concern to their respective

countries or their continent",, To assist developing countries, and African countries

in particular, in arresting this "brain drain phenomenon", steps should be taken "to pro

vide, on a cost-free basis, the necessary financial means to create the infrastructure

to retain qualified personnel in the developing countries",

SECTION VI: LEAST DEVELOPED AMONG THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, ISLAND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

AND LAND-LOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Brief outline, of the African background •

77. It is important to note that, of the 29 countries identified as the hard-core least

developed countries, 18 are to be found in Africa south of the Sahara, and the list

excludes the small African island countries which are now becoming independent. Around

1970, the population of the hard-core least developed African countries constituted about

35 per cent of the total population of the then 41 independent developing African coun-

trieSo Moreover, 11 of the 18 countries are land-locked and thus, together with the

four island developing economies of the region, are further hampered in their develop

ment by geographical isolation from resources and markets. These tare facts will

suffice to illustrate the cardinal importance which this topic has for the African

group as a whole and for the least developed countries in particular.

1/ See Final Report of the Conference of Ministers of African Member States.

Responsible for the Application of Science and Technology to Development .organized by

UNESCO with the co-operation of the Economic Commission for Africa and the Organiza

tion of African Unity, Dakar, 21-30 January 1974-
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Priority areas

developed countries-

(i). Technical assistance

78. The first priority of the least developed countries of Africa is the volume and

quality of technical assistance. The first area in which such assistance should be used

is the development of human resources, and especially the development of personnel and

institutions for the design and implementation of policies and programmes, relating to

the processing of agricultural materials: to food production, processing and packaging:

to the exploration and exploitation of mineral and hydrocarbon resources; and to

transport and marketing, if . .

79. There has been much discussion of the question of diversification of the economies

of .the least developed countries and the need to provide favourable conditions for the

export of their new products in agriculture, minerals and industry. Unfortunately,

however, if the natural resources of these countries are not identified, these objec

tives will remain unachieved, with unfavourable consequences for the welfare of their

80. Thus the countries of Africa must press very vigorously for more technical assistance

in the field of natural resources development. Such assistance will of course comprise

mainly personnel and equipment. But one of its essential components should be training

of local personnel, so that they will within a short time be in a position to take over

the whole process from exploration and exploitation down to the industrial uses of

these resources. .

(ii) Transfer of technology

81. Efforts to establish firmly the production base of the economies of the least

developed countries will inevitably involve the transfer of technology as well as the
building up of indigenous capacity to adapt imported technology and develop domestic

technology*

82. In this connexion, African countries should concentrate in the negotiations for

the transfer of technology on seeking assistance in: (i) the establishment of transfer-
of-technology centres designed to obtain necessary technological information, to select

from available alternatives and to negotiate proper terms and conditions for external

collaboration (paragraph 27 (b) of the Manila Programme of Action):
(ii) the establishment of institutions of applied technology, with the aim of develop

ing indigenous technologies and promoting the adaptation of imported technologies to

national requirements (paragraph 27 (d)); (iii) arrangements for the grant of patented,
patent-related and non-patented technologies, including know-how, suited to the economic

conditions of the least developed countries (paragraph 27(c)); and (iv) assisting the
institutions of least developed countries to obtain, under preferential terms and

conditions and at a minimum cost, the results of scientific and technological develop

ments appropriate to their requirements (paragraph 27 (&))•

■ l/ Revised framework of principles for the implementation of the new international

economic order in Africa, (e/CN. 14/EC0/90/Revo 2), para. I69.
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83. Another aspect of the question of transfer of technology is that of indigenous
manpower." The information available shows conclusively that'.the infrastructure for the

adaptation of technology and the development and application of science and technology-
is very weak in the developing countries in general and the least developed in

particular. Thus it is necessary as part .of the transfer-of-technology negotiations

to insist on the training aspect as well. It is through the availability of indigenous
manpower for the adaptation and development of technology that the developing countries

in general and the least developed in particular can break the existing bottle-neck of

low technology capacity and thereby accelerate the pace of their development.

(iii) Increasing output from and productivity in agriculture

84. The problem here is of course closely related to the problems of transfer of
technology and manpower availability. The major factors affecting the productivity of

agriculture in the least developed countries are archaic systems of production, includ

ing systems of land tenure, low levels of inputs such as fertilizers and irri^tion,

and inadequate knowledge of the ecosystem, particularly hydrometeorology.

85. African countries should negotiate for technical assistance in these areas. Here
again the training component must not be left out.

(iv) Assistance in the establishment of on-the-spot industries to process
agricultural and mineral raw materials

86. Effective technical assistance in the field of natural resources exploration and
exploitation and in the development of agriculture will naturally help in laying a

sound foundation for industrial development. Indeed, this is the only way in which a

new style of industrial and over-all development can be evolved. Moreover, such a

style of industrial development, based on the processing and manufacturing of domestic

raw agricultural and mineral resources, will inevitably help in such intractable

problems as balance-of-payments disequilibria, unemployment and low levels of over-all
welfare.

(v) Economic co-operation among developing countries

87. It is in the context of the basic issues discussed above that African countries
must negotiate for economic co-operation among developing countries. The main factors

which necessitate this approach are limited material and human resources, the need for

the benefits of economies of scale and the fact that aid which is concentrated is likely

to be more productive than aid that is spread thinly. At all events, aid is a scarce

commodity and is likely to be more forthcoming, if it is seen to be related to joint

projects involving a. number of developing countries.

88. But more important is the fact that it is-within economic co-operation ventures
that the technology of the developed countries (whether market-economy or centrally

planned) and the financial resources of the more affluent developing countries,
especially the oil producers and exporters, can be effectively used to develop the

natural resources of the developing countries in general and the least developed in

particular.
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(vi) Expanding the flow of assistance* terms and

dtechnical assistance; and criteria and procedures. fprjTinancial. and

technical assistance

89» These three issues have been grouped together, not only because they are means to

an .end, but also because- if the preceding issues are accepted as the priorities of the

least developed countries, then the question of the volume, quality and conditions of

financial and technical assistance can be more logically discussed. The point is that

financial resources and their terms can be a means of making the least developed coun

tries ultimately ■■ independent of foreign aid, if they are used to strengthen the

production and institutional base of their economies. ■

90. In this connexion, African countries must negotiate vigorously for assurances of

long-terra financial assistance so that the problems raised earlier can be tackled on a1

realistic basis. Similarly, grants and loans on concessional terms must also be

seriously negotiated for.

91. In view of the nature of the problems identified, such requests for increasing

budgetary and financial support for the development of public services, the financing

of local recurring costs of capital projects and the provision of high quality tech

nical experts are likely to be more sympathetically received,,

(vii) Commercial trade policy ...

92. The commercial trade policy measures which were suggested at Manila are important,

indeed vital, for a number of least developed countries, especially in the field of

commodity trade, as regards both exports and imports, and they should be insisted upon

at Nairobi. It should be remembered, however, that the main constraints exist

principally at the planning, production (of both raw materials and manufactures) and
transport stages. In short, many least developed countries may best be able to take

advantage of commercial trade policy measures if they are assisted in overcoming

rigidities in their economic structures.

Special measures, in favour of island-developing countries-

(i) African background

93. As far as Africa is concerned, the problems of island developing economies are

clear. Except for two of them, almost all the islands or groups of islands are small
and scattered and have a relatively poor resource base. To the extent that their

poor resource taeo may be ascribed to inadequate knowledge about their catural

resources, particularly marine resources and resources of the sea-bed, they too

deserve to- be given extensive technical assistance in oxploring and exploiting
their natural resources. Such assistance will definitely include high technology for
exploring the sea-bed for minerals, and for developing marine resources on a

ccinmercial basis.
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(ii) Tourism

94; A main economic activity in the least developed, island and land-locked develop

ing countries, "both in terms of foreign exchange earnings and in terms of employment,

is tourism. Technical assistance is needed to assist them in developing the infra

structure necessary for promoting tourism, which includes, seaports, roads and hotels.

(iii) Transport and communications.

95» In view of the special situation of these countries, transport and communications

are vital for their economic and social survival,

96. Great importance attaches to the Manila recommendations relating in particular to

feeder and inter-island services, the creation and improvement of inter-island tele

communications links and telecommunications links with the rest of the world.

97- Co-operation with neighbouring non-island developing countries in particular may

prove to be both necessary and beneficial. Moreover, such co-operation is likiely to

encourage aid donors to provide substantial assistance not only in purchasing ships

but also in training the personnel needed for maintaining and running such ships.

93. Meanwhile, developing island countries should receive substantial assistance from

the international community, and in particular from UNCTAE, with a view to ensuring

that liner conference do not hinder their economic development through excessive

freight rates.

Action on special measures in favour of the land-locked developing countries

(i) General

99- As indicated above, 11 of the least developed countries are also land-locked.

This fact is doubtless responsible to a significant e^rtent for the relatively low

level of development of most of them.

100, To the extent that the land—locked countries are also least developed countries

according to the criteria applied by the United Nations, some of the issues suggested

for serious negotiations at the fourth session of UWCTAD, such as the need for tech

nical assistance in the field of natural resources investigation, and the transfer of

appropriate technology to aid the least developed countries in building up their

production and institutional base, are also relevant here, mutatis mutandis.

101. However, the main problems facing the land-locked developing countries are the

exorbitant transport costs involved in their,...export-and import tcade, and -the ■ -■

difficulties usually encountered in the transit countries such as lack, or inadequate

provision, of storage facilities at the transit ports, inefficient handling of

merchandise at the transport ports and sometimes disruption of traffic due to political

disagreements. Hence the main lines suggested for action in the Manila Declaration

should be pressed hard at the fourth session .of UNCTAD.
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(ii) Cgmmunications

102.- As rightly indicated in the Manila Declaration, fast.and reliable communication
links between the commercial centres of the land-locked countries and transit ports,
on the one hand, and overseas markets on the other, should be developed. In this
connexion, financial and technical assistance should be provided to such countries.

This is an important issue which should be pressed with vigour by the entire African
group. ...

(iii) Access to the sea

103* It is strongly hoped that all African countries will press vigorously for the
recognition of the right of access of the land-locked countries to.and from the sea,
in a spirit of solidarity and regional self-reliance.

(iv) Speciai_ Fund

104. Paragraphs 80 and 8l of the Manila Declaration demand urgent implementation and
African countries should lobby vigorously for the early activation of*the Fund.

(v) Assistance in the provision of good port facilities, including storage
facilities

105. The main problem here is that the costs of providing such facilities may be
beyond the capability of the transit country. Or, if the latter can provide the

facilities, the charges to the land-locked countries may be prohibitive. This-is an
area where .international assistance in the form of subsidies is very important, and

bilateral and multilateral aid donors should provide such assistance on generous terms.

(vi) Co-operation between land-locked countries and transit countries

106. Co-operation, particularly in the field of transport planning and in other areas
such as joint production planning or harmonization of development plans, can also be of

great help. Depending on the relative wealth of the partners, e:cternal technical assist-
anoe in terms of personnel may be all that is needed. In other cases, however, both per
sonnel and financial assistance, particularly in building and maintaining reads, may also

be necessary. However, the initiative to enter into such co-operative planning should
come from the parties concerned, so that their request for external assistance can
receive sympathetic consideration. ' .

SECTION VII: ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Priority^areas for. Africa'wxthqn the prograrcme

107. Talcing into account rising food imports, continued poverty and underemployment in
rural areas, recurrent food shortages, the need for diversification of agricultural

production and the abundance of resources for food production, it appears that the
development of self-sufficiency in food takes prime priority. In terms .of the Manila

proposals this means that the development .of industries for the production of agri
cultural chemicals, such as fertilizers and pesticides, and agricultural implements,
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is a key area for joint action among developing countrie.s. Food production .is .an. .

essential component of what should be the larger programme of int.egra.ted. ..rural- .develop

ment and transformation in developing countries* Stable and sustained food production

can be achieved only if export outlets exist for food surpluses. One possibility is

the creation of subregional commodity exchange markets in Africa through which

supplies of food may be traded.

108. The creation of African multinational enterprises in key industries,, marketing

and transport is the second critical programme. The relevant industries are those

agreed upon in Lima, namely mining, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, iron and steel,

agricultural chemicals and implementSj machine tools and capital goods. The develop- .

raent of these industries and related skills and technology will enable African coun- . .

tries to acquire effective control of the development process and of their natural

resources by increasing their technical and industrial capacity to process and utilize

raw materials. The development of the machine tools and capital goods industries is

the basic prerequisite for the effective transfer, development and adaptation of

technology. In these particular fields, little or no progress can be made by the

average African.country without multinational complementarity in natural, managerial,

financial and technical resources, organized through joint ventures and African

multinational enterprises.

109. The development and transfer of technology is an essential complement to rural

transformation and increased food production and the development of basic industries, .

and is therefore a major priorityo It is envisaged that it should be achieved through

the creation of regional and subregional centres for.the development, transfer and

adaptation of technologies. These centres are to serve as data banks for alternative

technologies in the above fields. The fourth priority area is the development of

transport and telecommunications facilities among African countries. These facilities

are essential as support services for intra-African trade in general, and in particular

in trade arising from the development of the basic industries listed above. The

transport and telecommunications facilities, of course, are not only physical but also

include multinational marketing, shipping and forwarding corporations, which are of

particular benefit to the land-locked countries. Another support service is the creation

of the necessary banking, insurance and credit facilities for financing the establishment

of the multinational industries and the technology development centres. For these

establishments to be effective, continuous efforts must be made to strengthen national

and multinational institutions for consultations, negotiations and the solving of

problems relating to the increase of intra-Africah ihvestmehtso

ti'j flXL ^fotion,cf the pro

110. In the implementation of the programme, priority should perhaps be given to active

policy and financial support rather than to technical assistance from developed coun

tries. Utilization of skilled manpower from developed countries should be limited to

that which is absolutely not available in developing countries because of the high cost

of this component. The programme should emphasize fuller utilization of African

e;q?ertise and technicians than in the past, .so that the,experience gained in the

solution of problems related to project design, development and production is retained

to generate a multiplier effect in the skills required for self-sustaining growth and

development.
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Action by. developing. QQtuitries at the r^tionp-l, gubr.cvacnal^regional and jnter-

iX l i. '.Icp3,cpviit.o/i;ion_pf the

111. Although the implementation of the programme calls for continuous and lon^term

arrangements'for financial and technical support from developed countries, it also calls

for greater efforts and support from developing countries themselves. In particular,

it calls for the development, in each developing country, of a clearly articulated

regionally-oriented economic policy for economic and technical- co-operation with other

developing countries*' Such a policy should aim, internalia, at increasing intra-

African-investment, and should provide for a continuous examination of activities and.

policies which-, if pursued, will enable each country to implement national' objectives' in

co-operation with other countries. ■ Already individual African countries have regional

ly-oriented political policies. An effective regional economic policy'would be a con

stituent part of the existing regional political policy. The creation by developing

countries of a system of technical, consultative, negotiation and programme implementa

tion institutions is essential. For these institutions to be effective, they have to

spring from within the region,' and individual African Governments have to be deeply

involved in their conception and creation to ensure that they reflect national develop

ment priorities. Moreover, African countries will have to make a degree of financial

provision in their budgets, however medest, for the support of such institutions in

order to give practical initiation to the spirit of self-reliance. As a result of the

low level of development in the African region, the effective implementation of the

above programme of economic co-operation also calls for a restructuring of the role

of the State in production .activities in order to enable the State to participate in

multinational African enterprises. The role of the State is particularly important in

the creation of multinational projects which have long gestation periods and for which

short-term investment policies may make the cost'of the final products highly

uncompetitive. ' '■ *

112. The basic prerequisite for economic co-operation is political will. For this

reason, although it is granted that, such political will is forthcoming it. is essential

that individual African Governments should make deliberate and continuous efforts to

cultivate 'Sound political relations with other African countries, since these are an

important component of long-term stability in the implementation of .the programme for

economic co-operation. .

The role 'o-f jjatc-rrfitio.sa-l .orJ!?udzc.tionB - '

113. International organizations such as UNCTAD, UNDP.and ECA should intensify their

assistance to African £ountrie.s in _the,implementation .of..the .pr-ogpamrae,,- ■ .Such-Assistance

may take the following forms: assistance in securing technical and financial assistance

from developed countries; assistance to African countries in the initiation of appro

priate measures for collective action" development of regional economic policies and

institutional framework* design and development of the multinational projects from

priority proposals agreed upon by African countries. Moreover, co-ordination of activi

ties between UNCTAD'and ECA"will increase the effectiveness of the contribution to be

made by international organizations in the implementation of the programme in the

African region. ■.■-."■-■*
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SECTION VIII: TRADE RELATIONS BETWKIM COUNTRIES WITH EimSREHT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS

General view of trade ^olatianc h».tvreen African countries ,nd the socialist countries
of Xboxerr. £urooo^ ' '^ ' —— .-«- ,

^+u the P*s*'3'Vears trade relations''between the "developing "countries of Africa
and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe have progressed steadily. The value of
trade between these two groups of countries has risen continuously in absolute terras
jumping from SUS 1,770,000,000 in 1970 to over SUS.4,000,000,000 in 1974. The absolute
value of African exports increased significantly in 1973 and 1974- In 1974 the export
surplus of the socialist countries, which was a feature of African trade with them from
1970 to 1973, disappeared.

115. It should be noted that during the same period, the trade between the socialist
countries of Eastern Europe and the developing countries in general increased significantly
the share of trade with African countries in the total trade of the socialist countries
of Eastern Europe was, however, only 19.8 per cent in 1971, 21 Tier cent in 1972. 17.5
per cent in 1973 and 20.2 per cent in 1974. * ,

of rtrade uith thp_ socialist;. countries'

116. African exports to the socialist countries are made vn of foodstuffs, raw materials,
mineral fuels, chemicals and manufactures- Basic commodities head the list of African
exports with manufactures, which amounted to less than 1 ^er cent of the total value of
imports by the socialist countries of Eastern Europe, at the bottom. In 1974 African

T^^rzit25-1 per cent of *he total ejq)ort trade of the
117. African imports from the socialist countries consist mainly of durable goods, such
as machinery, transport equipment and various manufactures. In 1974 African imports
from the socialist countries of Eastern Europe represented 15.6 oer cent of all imports
from those countries to developing countries. Between 1970 and 1974 African imoorts
from socialist countries made slow progress by comparison with African imports in general,
especially those from the developed market economy countries. . faeneiui,

Geographical orientation of t-rao> with the socialist .countries

£18. Of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics is far and away the leading trade partner of the African countries. The ne^t
most important partners are Poland, the German Democratic Republic and Czechoslovakia,
rhe leading African partners are located in northern and western Africa. In recent

years, trade with the socialist countries has shown a tendency towards diversification.
Poland, for example, has made a breakthrough in Africa, especially in Nigeria and Uganda.

Characteristics of trade with,the socialist countrios

119.. Trade between African countries and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe looks
very limited by comparison with trade betwe.en African countries and the developed"market
economy countries. There are, of course, a jnimber of reasons for this, the most important
one being the existence of historical ties. This will be discussed in greater detail
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later in this paper. The range of products traded is rather limited although quite

often there is no significant difference between the structure of African trade with

the socialist countries and that of trade between the developed market economy

countries -and African-countries; •• ■•• ■ " ■'"

Ifcxn obstacles to the dGvoloprngiSt of tra.de with the socialist countries

120. In the first place a great deal remains to be done in connexion with the develop
ment of a reciprocal exchange of information on the nature and potential of and the
outlook for.the markets in the two groups of countries. Moreover, great obstacles still
exist in the institutional and administrative realms in that a great many African coun

tries lack the institutional apparatus which could help them to implement existing

bilateral trade agreements with socialist countries. In addition foreign firms operat

ing in African countries more often than not refuse to consider the possibility of

changing their traditional sources of supply. Many African undertakings are limited in

size and do not have the means to engage in foreign transactions on a large scale.

Furthermore, African consumers and users are not familiar with brands and types of

products which do not come from the former metropolitan Powers.

121. Trade agreements between partners usually provide for a bilateral compensatory

payments system. The fact that the credit balance of the central clearing account may

not be used at the international level handicapc the development"of trade between

Africa and Eastern Europe,

122. The long delays in delivering spare parts and the inadequate number of shipping

lines with regular* routes between Eastern European and African ports are also serious

obstacles to the development of trade.

.tolysis of proposals contained, in ..the iianila^document.

123. The conclusion which would seem to emerge from the considerations above is that if

trade relations between the socialist countries of Eastern Europe and the African coun
tries are to realize their full potential, a number of measures must be taken more or

less urgently. The nature of some of these measures requires that they be taken
bilaterally, whereas others would, as suggested in the Manila document, benefit by being

discussed at the international level: and decisions relating to them should, in theory

at least, be adopted at" that,level. The fourth session of'UNCTAD provides an appropriate

framework for that purpose. From the point of view of Africa and in the light of the

present position of trade between the two groups of countries under discussion, it would

seem that emphasis should be placed on recommendations relating to the points made below,

124. In the first place it would seem desirable for the countries members of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) to take the trade needs of Africa into considera

tion within CMEA when they formulate and co-ordinate their economic development plans-

Such a policy would enable African countries to diversify, their trade flows and, in some

cases, to purchase their supplies more cheaply than they could by adhering to the
traditional sources,of supply.

125. Furthermore, in the implementation of a new international economic order, which,
as everybody knows, lays special stress on the need for a substantial increase in the
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exportation of manufactures from development countries, it would seem essential for the

socialist countries.to take steps to increase the share of this category of goods in
their total purchases from Africa.

126. One of the most suitable ways of doing this would probably be for the socialist
countries to establish some industries jointly with interested developing countries.

These industries would operate as joint ventures. This would have the effect of expand
ing the traditional type of trade relations, which, in the African context, very

quickly reach the limit of their, value, owing, for the most part, to a lack or

inadequacy of the industrial infrastructure needed for true industrial co-operation
for purposes of development,

127. Another recommendation which, from the African point of view, is especially

worthy of attention is the one concerning the follow-through on.the commitment entered
into by the socialist countries within the framework of the international strategy for

the second United Nations Development Decade to transfer 1 per cent of their Gross
National Product to the developing countries.

128. The same may be said of the recommendation that the socialist countries should be
asked to increase their allocations to the Special Fund to Finance Economic■and "

Technical Assistance Programmes in the Developing Countries, which has been set up
within the International, Investment Bank.

129. It is very much to be hoped that participants in the fourth session of UNCTAD

will approve the" recommendations concerning the payments problem, which, as has been

shown above, constitutes a major barrier to the growth of trade between the socialist

countries of .Eastern Europe and the African countries. These recommendations include

the one on the need, should the occasion arise, for the socialist countries to ensure
the convertibility of credit accounts of developing countries.

130. It seems equally advisable for the African delegations to give special■support to
the recommendations concerning the strengthening of the technical assistance activities
of the UNCTAD secretariat in connexion with the promotion of trade between the socialist
countries of Eastern Europe and the developing countries in general, with particular

stress on the African countries. These activities take on their full meaning when they

relate to countries which, as is true of a number of African countries, do not yet have

trade and economic relations with the socialist countries or whose relations with them

are still very limited. However, in this connexion, it should be insisted that UNCTAD

work in close co-operation with other United Nations bodies, including the regional
economic commissions.

SECTION IX: REVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS IN UNCTAD

Need for a comprehensive Trade and development Organization

131. In examining the future role of UNCTAD and the institutional arrangements aimed-
at improving its efficiency an over-riding consideration should be the extent to which
these are likely to hinder or facilitate, or possibly even lead to the eventual
creation of a comprehensive Trade and Development Or^nization.
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132. In other words, for African countries, whose problems and interests as developing
countries were not taken into account at the time when the- post-war rules of the Z
and the institutions related thereto were set up, the creation of a comprehensive trade
and development organization should remain a basic policy objective. OmprenenslVe trade

Future role of UNCTAD

1'33. In view, however, of the apparent strong opposition of a number of developed"
countries to the establishment of such an organization, the best that can bldone in
nf+Sr^n ?;rcumstanCe8 is t0 strengthen the role of UNCTAD, while being fully Iware '
of the fact that even a strengthened UNCTAD cannot be an adequate substitute for tMs
orgamaation. There cannot be any disagreement with the threTmain functions tLt naVe
been recommended m the Manila document namely those of deliberation, negotiation and
review, all theless so as these are already being carried out. These n^e been carried
out, however, with differing degrees of success. It will be noted in particular that

llc\ thJ L^f t n funC*1°n has been exercised much more sparingly than the others
^ /. txx\ v mi"^« e^ep-t lor a lew commodity agreements, African countries have

reaped little benefit from such negotiations as have taken place.

The negotiating and overview functions of

+^;+ +lfrenffthen the "eg°tiating function of UNCTAD means, among other things, to see
before ^ tt^T™ ^TT* iSSUSS faUing W"hin its ^« of competenc^'coLbefore it to the nanmum extent possible. The proliferation of ad hoc groups consisting

potentially damaging results for developing African countries in the absence

kt It i t ofsuch arrangements if such bodies are allowedlo- prolifekte. It is in any
importance that UNCTAD should be in a position to e::ercise its overview fX

r:sitc: ^i^dTSi"that Conferenoei andassist in the ^—ft^
135- It is only fair to recognize, however, that, for UNCTAD to stand more chance of
inducing governments to make further use of its negotiating function, significant
improvements will be required in its negotiating capability and framework. It would
be necessary in particular, to examine ways and means of streamlining its network of
Committees and Sub-Committees with a view not only to making it possible for develoo- -
ing countries, especially African countries", with" scarce skilled manpower and severely
limbed financial means, to participate meaningfully in their work, but also to discuss-
ing mter-related topics in an integrated way.

136. In this connexion, it might also be necessary, as African members of the Board had
proposed in September 1974 at the First Part of the Fourteenth Session, l/ to set up a

1/ See TD/B/L.36O.
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high-level Standing Committee of the Trade and Development Board which "should "be

entrusted with the study, review and formulation of recommendations concerning issues

of particular interest to developing countr;-js in the internalional trade, development

finance and monetary spheres ... and .,. should undertake consultations with the parallel

bodies in GA.TT and IMF with a vie*/ +■-> facilitating the co-ordination and co-operation

with these said bodies concerning the inter-related problems of international trade,
monetary issues and development finance".

?echnic?a assistance P-ctivities

137- This being said however important it is to strengthen the negotiating function of

UNCTAD, it would most likely not serve the best interests of African developing coun

tries were the Organization to consider this as its only major function. In addition

to the other functions which have been examined above, technical assistance activities

should also receive prominence in the future work programme of the Organization- There
is much scope for the widening of the present activities in this field to meet the

specific needs and. requirements of African developing countries and in particular of
the least developed among them.

138o This would call for even closer collaboration with the Regional Economic Commissions
than there exists at present. These are probably in a better position than many other
bodies to assess the needs of their member States and to assist in implementing any
enlarged programme of this sort, in many key fields (commodity trade/transfer of
technology, trasport, etc.).

— Concluding remarks

139. It is hoped that the foregoing analysis will assist countries of the region in
formulating the strategies and tactics they will employ at Nairobi. Since the analysis
was not intended to be an exhaustive one, attention has been called only to some hay
points deemed to be of particular interest to the African region as a whole with a '
view to complementing the preparatory work presumably carried c;-.t by individual govern
ments nade at the national level. Needless tc say, members of the ECA secretariat team

in Nairobi will stand ready to discuss, clarify and elaborate further any points that
may need to be elucidated and generally to assist African delegations in any way they can.

140. Although not all aspects of the JSanila proposals have been covered in this oaoer
it was prepared on the natural assumption that African delegations, which played a key
role in "fche formulation of the Declaration and Programme of Action agreed upon at the

third Ministerial Meeting, would support all the proposals contained therein in full s
solidarity with other delegations of the Third world. There is no question that the

success of UMCTAD IV will in no small measure depend upon the degree of solidarity that
is maintained both within and among the regional groups which comprise the Group of 77.

141. Important as the achievements of UNCTAD IV may turn out to be, however, they should be
rcg-r-Jed as being only one victory in the struggle, which must be waged not just at the
international level but first and foremost at the national and regional levels, to bring
about a new econpmic ordero


